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Abstract: Informal forms are of phenomena arising from quick contemporary urbanization. Also they are of
manifestations of urban poverty. In their unplanned and self-growing for which have appeared in or around the
cities. They have informal residences that are occupied by people with low income. And they are often involved
in informal problems and unstable ways of urbanism. They are the cases for social injuries. It is the fact that the
radical solution concerning this phenomenais not to ignore or omit the case or to rebuilt the situation or to save
the money. Of course the most effective and the most useful solution is to enable these societies. So we can
start with an inner solution and according to local resources in one hand and financial and political-national
supports. In the other hand and start a dynamic movement for consolidating the city and its urban.
Undoubtedly the municipalities as an executive power of local management has a great role concerning taking
and carrying out the procedures to encounter the phenomenon of informal forms. In the past most urban people
were consisted of immigrants while recently. We can observe forming of poor local groups in cities that have
run to suburb of the cities because of economic poverty. In the legal market of the land there isn’t enough to
offer for poor immigrant people and beneficent people start to divide the urban lands and transfer them to
immigrants in an illicit and manner. Urbanism makes the urban spaces which are suitable for future development
of cities to be polluted by crowd: especially in large cities. And it does not act to deliver these spaces to them
in future.
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INTRODUCTION building and also the traffic cost. Each group possesses

The metropolises and theproblem accommodation accommodation. Where have suburban been
and suburbia in metropolises are the reflection of accommodated [2, 3]. Beside the value of land the cost of
conflicts between  poverty  and  wealthiest.The bigger house building it the second determinant factor in
and more important thecities the more sever the conflict. housing cost. This factor is severely related to the costs
Because although those who have nothing can't become of materials which are used in house building and the
poorerthan what they are: but wreathes and especially its wages and workers. Eventually the huts which in their
displays with all possibilities they possess become severe construction the rusty cans wood. And old cartoons are
[1]. The accommodation this permanent element of family used: are more profitable. Consequently The crisis of
life and this needful shelf requires threatening problem housing is not only solved but also has become more
even for the most deprived classes of society. All these severe and has formed the huts and suburb arias of cities
suburb groups have a common problem to think aboutit [1, 4]. We can refer to these concerning forming suburbia
is to minimize the costs of housing is a permanent in cities: decentralization insecure economic conditions.
element. This problem should be studied and focused on The existence of rant low educations of immigrants
in a threefold viewpoint the cost of land the cost of unsuitable   land-    use    in    cities   industrialization  and

an especial budget which devotes a variable rate of it to
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industrial polarizing acceleration of unplanned The theory of political economic space: In contrast with
immigration-low capability of local managers the lack of liberal theory, the economic political space seeks for the
stability and soon [5]. Concerning this finely considers causes of existing different accommodations and try to
the fast increase in land price exchanging and the lack of handle with the essence of the problem. This theory,
taxation on land as the major factor of suburbia in cities imputes monocity in the urban system and inconsistency
the theories of informal housing: The formation of of this system totally to external factors (Amperialism) and
informal housing in different countries depends on the seeks to solve the problem by changing the structure of
specific condition of those countries. The economic, the work, production,  distribution  and  consumption;
social and even political of the countries has take part in The essential change of economy of the society. So, it has
the way of forming these accommodations. Informal no instruction for temporary and individual encounter of
accommodation is not a passing phenomenon and is the informal accommodation. And does not consider
severely extending inthird world countries [6]. Because of temporary prescription as effective and in the better case,
it' importance and it's wide spread characteristic that leads suppose them as a problem which submerge the cure [11].
to expanding poverty in human societies,especially in The socialists Approach (theory). From the socialists and
third world countries: world organizations, especially recent socialist viewpoint, informal accommodation and
united nation organization emphasizes on improving the existing unimportant groups in urban societies of
condition of these accommodation via world bank and developing countries arises from the act of natural conflict
helped the suffering countries [7]. The rapid growth of between work and capital. And necessity conseq1uence
urbanism in Iran has caused a lot of problems in of the act of economic system laws and capitalism; focus
metropolises and one of its most important consequences on the capital accumulation, unbalanced economic growth
is fungoid growth of informal accommodation in such and social conflicts(land conflict between the land owner
cities [8]. So, it is necessary to take a serious attention on farmers and the other, conflict between living in cities and
improving the condition of these housings because of rural areas, class conflict and so on). So, during the
their negative consequences in  different  aspects  [9]. unbalanced changings of capitalistic society, The existing
One of influences and consequences of disharmonic and of conflicts and social problems such as existing of
unbalanced physical development in urban development informl accommodation in big cities is inevitable [12].
which affect in urban stability is informal accommodation. The study of urbanism patterns in our country and its
In explaining the causes of forming this problem, many problems and shortcomings is as old as preparing the
writers and professors have presented their ideas which plans for urban development. The urban problems have
we will refer to afterwards. become more complicated past in recent years. Problems,

Liberal Approach: One of the most famous experts in the providing, urban economy, ecology, the urban
liberal approach is John F Ternerwith his famous article appearance have come to a critical stage. And it is more
named "controlled urban accommodations" which studies necessary to handle with urban crisis  than  ever  [13].
the informal accommodations in third world: especially in One of the biggest short coming of urban plans in Iran is
Latin America and south- east Asia [6]. The liberal lacking of a systematic plan for the brims around the
approach does not account for the fact of the reason of cities. In these brims, alive nature retreats against the
existing the informal accommodation and considers fact of attack of skeletal development. The villages, gardens, farm
existing the informal accommodation as compulsory and land, aqueduct and canals waste with athousand years
as the effects of world system that is acceptable as a living. And gradually are replaced by streets, building,
whole. So, represents the solutions in different stages rocks and cement. The vanguard wave of urban living
[10]. most informal colony sectors form in these brims [8].

Totally, in recent days, form most liberal economist
viewpoint immigration from rural arias to cities was an Research Hypothesis:
ideal thing in the process of economical development.
And it was supposed that internal migration is a natural It is supposed that there are different ways in
process which gradually leads to issue the working power ordering urban texture.
from rural arias in order to provide the working power for It is supposed that the role of urban managers in
growth and development of industrial development [8, 11]. ordering urban texture is very effective.

such as accommodation, traffic, text exhaustion, service
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Fig. 1: Sanandaj city, Kurdistan, Iran

The Existence of the Primary Kernel of Sanandaj: water was transmitted into the castle by three camels [15].
Sanandaj  is   undoubtedly   of   the   oldest   and  the Totally, the space organization of the city was consist of
most  ancient  areas  of west plateau of Iran (Figure 1). three parts like other cities of Iran: I the house of
The existence of several ancient castles are instances for government (Darolhokomeh) or the castle in the center of
its historical background. The archaism of Sanandaj city the city above a hill overhang to the  surroundings. 2.
based on mountainous and rigidity of natural conditions The residentialsector and market (Sharestan)
have not let to urban development of this area [14].
However, it has not been mentioned in any studyregard Gardens and around village (Rabz) (looking for
to Sanandaj. For the first time, it has been seen in the identity ofSanandajcity).
book of "Nozhatolgholob-Hamdolamostoufi" by 740 B.C.
this land is mostly a mixture of mountains which contain The Necessity of Attention to Suburbia   in  Sanandaj:
valleys and expands to hills and plains. By comparing the The  standard limit   of   Sanandaj  is  3558  hectare
contents of documents and, it is deduced that this region (Figure 2). The urban environment consists of four
was considered as the region of mountains, plains and separate textures: 
mint up to seven century. In this century in accordance
with Mongolian attack the name of Kurdistan was named The Primitive Texture of the City: Which is situated at
for the areas of Zagros in the west of Iran. Concerning the center of the city, is 171.58 hectare which include
Sanandaj city, The main factor of existing it is related to 4.8 percent of the whole city. The population of this
natural situation of this area as a strategic castle. In the texture is over 33285 person according to the census
next stage, the governors of Kurdistan a castle above of the year 1375 and consists of 11.98 percent of the
Hassan Abad hill and settled there in  aperiod  of  time. whole population the characteristic of this texture is
But the core area in which the city of Sanandaj is now it's exhaustion.
formed was created as follows: In the years of 1046 B.C The New Texture: This texture is 240.137 hectare
Solimanghan Ardalan, the governor of Kurdistan at the which  include  68.55  percent  of  the  whole  city.
time of Shah Safi (1038-1052) B.C. established the center The resident population of this texture was 28478 in
core of Sanandaj above a hill with 20 meters high beside the year of 1375 which is 10.25  percent  of  the  whole
the village of Sinne for the military motive and city  population. The characteristic of this texture is
establishing the political center of the government which it's skeletal cohesion. spreading of residential
surrounded the around plains. This castle which is known complexes and their cohesion lead to spread the
as Firdausi castle and officer club was build with high population of 10 percent in 68/88 percent of the total
stability with tower and rampart. And many buildings and space of the city. It is obvious that this disjointed
washroom and mosques were built around it. A series of dispersion faces with numerous problems especially
aqueducts were built for the government (Darolhokomeh) from city service providing and achievement point of
in the plain of Serenvoider in the west of city. And it's view.
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Fig. 2: The limited situation of studying in political division of country and province

Fig. 3: Sanandaj textures divisions

The Marginal Texture: which is 540.25 hectare and is With a glance to the above statistics, the abnormal
15.42 percent of total space of the city has settled condition of the city settlements is obviously determined.
148172 person in the year of 1375,whichis 55% of the Half of the city population is in the 15 percent of the city
city population. Therefore, the main characteristic of space. There is the least facilities of welfare and
this texture is its population high density and actually education, health and economy (Figure 3) [16].
more than half of the population has settled in the One of the most important characteristics of
sixth of the city space. unordered accommodations of Sanandaj is the population
The forth one is the acceptable texture of the weight of these accommodations in the structure of the
Sanandaj city. This texture places at the west and city population. According to national document
south of the primitive texture and it is linked to it. It is estimating, At least eighth of the country population
445.26 hectare that is 12.5 of the city space. Its settles in these accommodations. As this number is the
population is 67873 people. This populationis 24.43% primal estimate and it is the minimal estimated number; if
percent of the city population. we  look  at  the  case  with a maximal view, we should say
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Fig. 4: A view of suburbia zone of Sanandaj (Abbas residents from racial and cultural viewpoint. This situation
Abad) is potentially the sign of ability for flexibility of the people

Fig. 5: Another view of suburbia zone of Sanandaj (Abas of their urban policies were blocked because of unsuitable
Abad) urban management, administrative immorality, unsuitable

that between sixth to eighth of the   urban  population. the lack of management and political will. A response
The most important characteristic in Sanandaj and most which could be done in response to urban poverty, was
Kurdish cities is that the suburbia population is much the transmission to the new places and mostly, out of the
more than the national average. And more than 50% of city.

Sanandaj population which is triple of the national scale
live in these settlements This is because of so much weak
economic structure. And the high scale of migration and
unemployment in the province and regional scale in the
Kurdish regions [15].

Population and Migration: The most important
characteristic related to migration in Sanandaj is that the
destination of migration is toward Kurdish settlements in
these areas. More than 99.1 percent of the residents of
unordered settlements are in Sanandaj. This subject arise
from the problems and cultural and social characteristics
of Kurdistan zone. In fact, because of historical reason,
association of Kurdish with other nation's races of Iran
land has accomplished slowly. And we can say that from
social viewpoint the process of total merging and
adhering into the national society an market and economy
is an under taking process (Figure 4 and 5).

Besides, the pure mixture of population in thesearises
an excellent condition and suitable base for managers and
urban planners in organizing and suitable accounting with

in these areas. As, in contrast with the cities with this
racial and population differentiation such as Karaj, there
is not such characteristic. These areas will form much
sooner and easier to remove their problems and
disordering if they come across the good urban
management and organization. Mean while, the other case
is true, whether the people of these areas feel that the
urban management is in conflict with them and the take a
position opposite to managers and urban planners [17].

It issupposed that are different ways for organizing
suburbia texture. Procedures for enabling suburbia
texture: Theses settlements have formed in  a  field
without  planning  and without base services and also
with an illegal manner and without  legal  permission.
Their residents had been deprived of most base and urban
services such as water supply network, health, systems of
trash gathering and deep structures. And they were
encountered with the risk of illness, crime and natural
disasters. The governments reaction to the announced
problems led to use different procedures. However, most

laws isefficiency of land market and the most important
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Table 1: The policies of urban management.
1 Attendance-influence- interaction and continuous dialogue with residents and increasing their beliefs and trusts on the activities of inability
2 Clarifying and explicating the frames of decisions for the residents of regions and the stability of plants and executive actions.
3 Providing all conditions and confirm the social-economical-settlement and ownership of unknown residential regions by official and executive people
4 Promoting partnership- reinforcing the bases of partnership and institutionalizing in the regions
5 Organizing the box of supporting improving urban poor regions.
6 Culturing- deepening the knowledge of managers community in the field of urban poverty.
7 To establish crisis management, especial for unknown settlement regions according to the social, economical and environmental risks of

the unknown settlement regionsc
8 Transmitting the plans of promotion and enablement and decreasing crisis to official and governmental planning

However, the informal settlements began to improve energy is spent. Butthis time for organization and
after the replacement in the  center   of  the  main  city. reconstruction. This visous circle is going on with falling
And that because of access to the jobs by low income and rising, as so. So, the first and most careful question of
groups in the main city. The result was that the urban management from every planner is if we can get out
replacement procedure and their skeletal facilities of this null visous circle or not? Recent urban
(accommodation and deep structures)were effective. management, has spent all this decade with this
governments, not only spent on cleaning up informal experience. Cities are improving and naturally
settlements and re-accommodating of the residents in new impermanent improvement as usual. some different
places, but also, they had to spend on improving common theories has been focused on, in order to control this
transport networks to facilitate the access of residents to development. Which of the most common is the
job a opportunities in the main city [17]. prevention  of   migration   from  rural  areas  to  cities.

The second procedure was cleaning up and This point,With the process of increasing urbanism, as an
reconstruction. And that was the temporary replacement instance is seen according to comparing population
of the informal settlements to another place, cleaning up estimating plans of urban development [14, 17, 18].
the land  and  rebuild  the  new  settlement  for  them  in
the same place which offered crowded residential unit The policies of urban management are shown in Table 1.
(multi-floor) for the most resident. In spite of these facts,
the observations claim the low crowded settlements in Offered Procedures and Conclusion: The process of
those units in contrast with informal communities building increasing suburbia and informal settlements and
units with high accumulation lacked the suitable space for accumulating the problems raised from this kind
establishing the commercial units in order to complete the accommodation, has endangered the main structures of
family income of low income families. The next choice in cities and the urban managers ' anxiety, is mainly because
contrast with people replacement and settlements is of deepening conflict and contradictions between the
sanitation and environment growth. Sanitation is urban textures and informal settlement texture.
improving existing deep structures such as water supply So, in enabling the informal communities, economic
network sewerage and electricity at a standard, common growth is a necessity. But inner growth does not consist
and pleasant level.Sanitation is not necessarily with of and does not enjoy the achievements of development
renovation. Even, it can be done with house owners. fairly. Perhaps, the purpose is to deliver the process

It is supposed that the role of urban managements in which leads to development. The best tool for operating
organizing suburbia texture is effective. Urban the new process ofdevelopment in these communities is
managementprocedure to unordered settlements: skeletalorganization and reconstruction. Based on this,

The recent urban management has reacted differently the enabling procedure can be done. Pervasive and active
in recent decades in counter to unordered accommodation partnership of institutional capability can be kept on and
phenomenon. And has followed different plans and developed according to the concrete and temporary
programs, following that. But totally we can see the achievements of skeletal reconstructions.
process of events in this way: urban managements spend
the extreme effort, expense and energy to stop this Presenting Suggestion: Determining the administrator of
process. And in most cases  they  were  not  successful. the subject of informal settlement that was specifically
In the other level, when the built zone is considered under pointed at, are the two organs of ministry of
the legal space of the city, the extreme expense and accommodation and urbanism and municipality.
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Providing financial resources for estimating and 7. United  Nations.  World  Urbanization  Prospects:
operating projects preparing careful studies based on The 2007 Revision. United Nations, Department of
regional characteristics and conditions and determining Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division,
the way to encounter with settlements based on their 2008. New York.
different conditions. using and reforming world bank 8. Colin, H.K., 2006. States, Scarcity and Civil Strife in
model is in fact an initial attempt for planning the the Developing World. Princeton, NJ and Oxford:
extensions of activities under the field of informal Princeton University Press.
settlements. And never makesunlimited  responsibility. 9. Majedi, H., 2009. The straggles and shortcomings of
So, by realizing the problems and short comes of this enabling the urban informal settlements and
model, we can choose a domestic and confirmative and presenting suitable procedures for operating
operational frame for this. enabling planings. The scientific-sciences research
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